Supplementary Methods

Tumour subsampling procedure and statistical comparisons
For the values of maximum number of tumour samples (MNTS) for MNTS=1). Our analysis took one million combinations for each MNTS using Sobol sampling, a quasi-random, low discrepancy approach to ensure uniform sampling [29] .
The number of possible tumour sample combinations for each MNTS is given by the product of the number of sample combinations per patient: Ni choose{k}, where Ni indicates the number of samples available for patient i (2-8 for the validation cohort) and {k} is the specified MNTS. For patients with number of samples fewer than or equal to the specified MNTS, all samples were used. Each of the possible sample combinations across the cohort for a given MNTS may be indexed by a unique integer; one million such integers were generated using a Sobol sequence [29] . The mapping of each (master) integer generated by the sequence to a list of samples for each patient was calculated in two steps. Firstly, the master integer was converted to a set of integers, one per patient, which represented the combinadic (combinatorial index) for each patient's sample combination. This was done by converting the master integer to a mixed radix number, where a radix equal to Ni choose{1,2,3} was present for each patient, which is interpreted as a patient's sample combinadic. Subsequently, each combinadic was mapped onto the specific samples for the corresponding patient for inclusion in the sampling run. Distributions of HR for each MNTS were compared using the Mann-Whitney test. The comparison to random sampling for the MNTS=1 HR using the binomial test took an even distribution of samples either side of logHR=0 as the null distribution (representing no prognostic information), hence a probability of success=0.5; the NEAT logHR distribution for MNTS=1 was tested for a shift towards values >0. 
Summary of Additional File 2 Zip Archive
The zip archive 'AdditionalFile2.zip' provides metadata, data and computer code used to study the effects of intratumoural sampling on the NEAT prognostic model validation performance. The following files are included: README.md -Metadata, including important information about the computer code.
NEAT-model.RData -An RData object containing the NEAT model ("coxph" class object from R's "survival" library)
combinadics.R -R functions for combinadic and mixed radix arithmetic 
